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Abstract 
Numerical integration over a triangular domain is considered. Integration 
rules are given which are fully symmetric and nested in the sense that a 
higher degree formula contains all nodes used 1iy a lower degree formula. 
An ALGOL 60 procedure is described which implements an adaptive algorithm 
based on 3-rd, 4-th and 5-th degree integration rules. Numerical experien-
ces are reported. 
1. Introduction 
In this report we shall be concerned with cubature over a triangle; 
that is, for some given function f : IB x IB -+ IB., we want to calculate the 
multiple integral 
I= If f(x)y) dx dy 
T 
( 1 ) 
where the domain of integration T is a triangle, given by the coordinates 
of its vertices. 
The method that will be described, also may be easily applied to 
integration over simplices in more dimensions. For the sake of simplicity, 
however, we will confine ourselves to the 2-dimensional simplex. 
Following Cranley and Patterson [1969], we can distinguish between two 
basic approaches to numerical integration: 
1. the use of "whole interval formulae". 
A family of integration formulae, generally of high order, are applied 
to the whole domain of integration. 
2. the use of "subdivision formulae". 
The domain of integration is subdivided in a number of smaller domains, 
and an integration formula - generally of low order - is applied to each 
subdomain. 
As pointed out by Cranley and Patterson for quadrature over a (one dimen-
sional) interval, a more profitable approach may be found using families of 
whole interval formulae. 
Recent experiences reported by Roothart and Fiolet [1972] show that in 
numerical quadrature very efficient and robust methods can be obtained by 
the use of a sequence of high order, nested quadrature formulae implemented in 
an adaptive algorithm. 
We want to apply the same technique to integration over a triangular 
domain. 
2. Location of the nodes 
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Many other sets may be constructed, but these are the simpler ones and they 
are sufficient for our purposes. 
We will describe the location of the nodes in the triangle by means of 
the barycentric coordinates. 
Figure 3a coordinates (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) number 1 . 
3b ( 1 ' O, 0) 3. 
3c (1/2,1/2, o) 3. 
3d (2/3, 1/6, 1/6) 3. 
3e (1/2,1/4,1/4) 3, 
3f (3/4, 1/4, 0) 6. 
3g (5/12,5/12,2/12) 3. 
3h (t/12,1/12,10/12) 3. 
3i (1/12,4/12,7/12) 6. 
Because of our reQuirements of full symmetry, eQuivalent nodes are obtained 
by permutation of the coordinates. 
With these basic sets of nodes we can construct a hierarchical struc-





3, Integration formulae 
Integration formulae corresponding to the sequence 'a' given in the 
scheme (figure 4) can be found in Silvester [1970]. Integration formulae 
corresponding to the node distributions given in the sequences b, bb, c 
and cc are given in the present report. Of course, the simpler formulae 
(1., 6. and 7.) are standard (cf. Abramowitz and Stegun [1965]) but the 
power lies in formulae of a higher degree. 
Given a set of node points { (x. ,y. ) } , we have to calculate the con-
1 i 
stants {c.} (see equation 2) such that we obtain optimal accuracy. 
l 
An integration rule is said to be of degree p if for any polynomial 
f(x,y) of degree less than or equal to p in x and y, the relation 
If f(x,y) dx dy 
T 
= l:c. f(x. ,y. ) i i i ( 3) 
holds exactly. Hence, in order to obtain an approximation to I of degree p, 




for all {~}, or equivalent-ly 
dx dy ( 4) 
'10 < k+m ::_ p. ( 5) 
It is easily seen that a polynomial P(x,y) of degree p in x and y is 
invariant under affine transformations, i.e. by any affine transformation 
det(~ ~) + 0 
the polynomial P(t,;(x,y) ,n(x,y)) will be of degree p if and only if the 
polynomial P(x,y) is. Hence, looking for integration formulae of degree p, 
·we may transform our domain of integration T onto the triangle 
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chosen nodes in the triangle we may try to solve 
(7) for some p. 
For the sets of nodal points b, bb, c, cc in figure 4 we cal-
culated t!1e unique) coefficients {c.} for the largest possible degree p. 
l 
8 
Table . ents for sequence b, bb . i" 
c. number 1 
4.6 2 ( l 
' 1 3/4 
( 1 ' O, 0) 1/12 3 
4.7 3 ( 1/3, 1/3, 1/3) 27/60 
( 1 ' 0, 0) 3/60 3 
(1/2,1/2, 0) 8/60 3 
4.8 4 ( 1/3, 1/3, 1/3) 9/60 
( 1 , O, 0) 1/60 3 
(1/2,1/2, o) 4/60 3 
(2/3, 1/6, 1/6) 12/60 3 
4.9 5 ( 1/3, 1/3, 1/3) 2178/3780 
( 1 ' 0, o) 51/3780 3 
(1/2,1/2, 0) 276/3780 3 
(2/3, 1/6, 1/6) 972/3780 3 
(1/2,1/4,1/4) 
-768/3780 3 
4. 10 5 ( 1/3, 1/3, 1/3) 729/3780 
( 1 ' 0, O) 49/3780 3 
(1/2,1/2, 0) 193/3780 3 
(2/3,1/6,1/6) 648/3780 3 
( 3/4, 1I4, 0) 64/3780 6 
No integration rule of degree 6 can be obtained based on the set of 19 
nodes given in triangle 11 of figure 4. 
9 
Table 2. Coefficients for sequence c, cc. 
figure p ( x. ,y. , 1-x. -y. ) c. number 
J.l J.J. J. 
-----·----
4.12 2 ( 1/3'1/3'1 /3) 0 
(2/3,1/6,1/6) 1/3 3 
4. 13 3 (1/3,1/3,1/3) -18/45 
(2/3,1/6,1/6) 13/45 3 
(5/12,5/12,2/12) 8/45 3 
4.14 3 (1/3,1/3,1/3) -30/135 
(2/3,1/6,1/6) 63/135 3 
(1/12,1/12,10/12) 
-8/135 3 
4. 15 4 (1/3,1/3,1/3) -96/135 
(2/3,1/6,1/6) -3/135 3 
(5/12,5/12,1/12) 66/135 3 
(1/12,1/12,10/12) 14/135 3 
4. 16 5 ( 1/3'1/3'1 /3) 816/2835 
(2/3,1/6,1/6) -63/2835 3 
(5/12,5/12,1/12) -207 /2835 3 
(1/12,1/12,10/12) 235/2835 3 
(1/12,4/12,7/12) 354/2835 6 
4. The choice of a nested sequence of integration rules in an algorithm. 
For computational purposes the sequences c, cc are less useful than 
sequences b, bb because of the negative coefficients which may cause some 
loss of occuracy. 
In sequence b, bb we find two integration rules of degree 5: one rule 
with 16 nodal points, without negative coefficients, and one rule with 13 
points and with one negative coefficient. In this case the negative coef-
ficient can only cause a neglegible less of accuracy and by considerations 
of efficiency we are led to the use of the 13-point rule. 
10 
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The procedure uses a nested sequence of four cubature formulae. These 
formulae which use 4, 7, 10 or 13 nodes, achieve approximations of degree 
2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively. If the 5th degree approximation is not accurate 
enough,the triangle 1s subdivided into four congruent triangles, after 
which the algorithm is used recursively. 
The procedure was written in ALGOL 60 and checked on an Electrologica 
X8 computer. The entries of the parameter list are as follows: (xi,yi), 
(xj,yj) and (xk,yk) are the vertices of the triangle T; f is a real proce-
dure f(x,y) defining the integrand and 'ae' and 're' are the required 
absolute and relative error respectively. 
It is advised to take for 1ae 1 and 're' values which are greater than 
the absolute and relative error in the computation of the integrand f. 
11 
real procedure tricub(xi,yi,xj,yj,.xk.,yk,g,re,ae); 
vaIUe xi,yi,xj,yj,xk,yk,re,ae; 
real xi,yi,xj,yj,xk,yk,re,ae; real Jroc g; 
'b'e'gin real surf,surfrnin,xz,yz,xij, j,xjk,yjk,xki,yki,gi,gj,gk; 
real proc int( ax1, a:y1, Af1, ax2, ey2, .Af2, ax3, ayJ, .A:f3, 




begin real e,i3,i4,i5,A,B,C,bx1,by1,bx2,by2,bx3,by3, 
Cx""f;"CY1,c:r1,Cx2,Cy2,Cf2,Cx3,Cy3,Cf3, 
Dx1 ,Dy1, Df1,Dx2,Dy2,Df2,Dx3,Dy3,Df3; 
A:= Af1 + Af2 + Af'3; B:= Bf1 + Bf2 + Bf3; 
i3:= 3 X A+ 27 X Pf + 8 X B; 
e:= abs(i3) x re + ae; 
if surf < surfmin V abs(5 X A + 45 X Pf - i3) < e 
then int:= i3 x surf else 
'b'eiin Cx1 := ax1 + px:; Cy1 := ay1 + py,; Cf1 := g(Cx1,Cy1 ); 
Cx2:= ax2 + px; Cy2:= ey2 + py,; Cf2:= g(Cx2,Cy2); 
Cx3:= ax3 + px:; Cy3:= ay3 + py; Cf3:= g(Cx3,Cy3); 
C:= Cf1 + Cf2 + Cf3; 
i4:= A+ 9 X Pf + 4 X B + 12 X C; 
if abs(i3 - i4) < e then int:= i4 X surf else 
begin bx1: = . 5 x Bx1fby1: = . 5 x By1; 
Dx1:= ax1 + bx1,; Dy1:= ay1 + by1; Df1:= g(Dx1,Dy1); 
bx2:= .5 X Bx2; by2:= .5 X By2; 
Dx2:= ax2 + bx2; Dy2:= ay2 + by2; Df2:= g(Dx2,Dy2); 
bx3:= .5 X Bx3; by3:= ,5 X By3; 
Dx3:= ax3 + bx3; Dy3:= ey3 + by3; Df3:= g(Dx3,Dy3); 
i5:= (51 X A+ 2187 X Pf + 276 X B + 972 X C -
768 X (Df1 + Df2 + Df3))/63; 
if abs(i4 - i5) < e then int:= i5 x surf else 
begin surf: = . 25 X su.rff 
int:= 
int(bx1,by1,Bf1,bx2,by2,Bf2,bx3,by3,Bf3, 








ax1 +bx2,ay1 +by2,g(ax1 +bx2,ay1 +by2), 
ax1 + bx3,a;y1 + by3,g(ax1 + bx3,ay1 + by3), 
.5 X Cxl,.5 X Cy1,Cf1) + 
int(ax2,Ecy2,Af2,bx3,by3,Bf3,bx1,by1,Bf1,Dx2,Dy2,Df'2, 
ax2 + bx1,a;y2 + by1,g(ax2 + bx1,ay2 + by1), 
ax2 + bx3, a;y2 + by3, g( ax2 + bx3, ay2 + by3), 
.5 X Cx2,.5 X Cy2,Cf2) + 
int(ax3,ay3,Af3,bx1,by1,Bf1,bx2,by2,Bf2,Dx3,Dy3,Df3, 
ax3 + bx2,ay3 + by2,g(ax3 + bx2,ay3 + by2), 
ax3 + bx1, ay3 + by1 ,g(ax3 + bx1, ay3 + by1), 
.5 X Cx3,.5 X Cy3,Cf3); 
surf:= 4 X surf 
surf:= 0.5 x abs(xj X yk. - xk X yj + xi x yj -
xj x yi + xk x yi - xi x yk); 
surfmin:= surfXre; re:= 30Xre; ae:= 30Xae/surt:; 
xz:= (xi + xj + xk)/3; yz:= (yi + yj + yk)/3; 
gi:= g(xi,yi); gj:= g(Xj,yj); gk:= g(xk.,yk); 
xi:= xiX.5; yi:= yiX.5; Xj:= xjx.5; 





,5 x xz,.5 x yz,g(xz,yz))/60 
~ t.ricub; 
13 
6. Numerical results 
To demonstrate the behavior of the procedure tricub we report on a 
number of numerical experiments. The results obtained with 1tricub 1 are 
compared with those obtained with the one-dimensional integrators 'qad' and 
'qadrat'. These procedures are described in Roothart and Fiolet [197~] 
'qad' is an integrator of degree 5 (using 3th and 5th degree integration 
rules); 1 qadrat 1 is an integrator of degree 16 (12th, 14th and 16th degree 
rules). In order to compute a double-integral with the aid of a one-dimen-
sional integrator the integral is written as a repeated integral. This can 
be done in different ways and the numerical results depends strongly on this 
transform&tion. 
The experiments reported here concern the double-integral over a right 
triangle and, therefore, two formulations as a repeated integral are ob-
vious. 
For each experiment we report: 
d : correct number of digits obtained 
. 10 (( )/ ) i.e. - log Iexact-Icomputed Iexact ; 
dr: number of digits required; 
fe: number of function evaluations. 
All computations were performed on the Electrologica X8 computer of the 
Mathematical Centre. 
Problem 
I= ff cos(x) cos(y) dx dy; 
T 
T = {(O,O),(O,n/2),(n/2,n/2)}. 
n/2 n/2 
* J J cos(x) cos(y) dy dx. I = 
0 x 
n/2 y 
r** = f J cos(x) cos(y) dx dy. 
0 0 
14 
r* r** * ** tricuo: I qad: qad: qadrat: I qadrat: I 
dr d fe d fe d fe d fe d fe 
1. 7 2.9 7 3.2 25 3. 1 25~ 169 9.3 169 
2.7 2.9 7 3.2 25 3. 1 25 I 3,7 4.7 10 5. 1 57 5. 1 53 
4.7 I 5.5 13 6.9 153 6.9 125 
5.7 5.5 13 7,7 357 8.7 409 
6.7 7,3 43 9.4 1117 9.6 1321 
7.7 7.8 133 9.8 2889 9.9 3305 
8.7 8.7 313 10.0 8129 10.0 8933 9,5 169 9.3 169 
Proolem 2 




f(x,y) = if r > 2 1 then 0 else ( 1-r) ( 1+2r) ; r = 
0 0 
r* = J J f(x,y) dx dy . 
y=-1 x=y//3" 
0 x/:3 
r** = J J f(x,y) dy dx. 
-1113 y=-1 
tricuo: I qad: I * qad: I ** qadrat: I * I qadrat: I ** 
dr d fe d fe d fe d fe I d fe I 
I 
.- .. ------
1. 9 7 2.3 25 2.8 25 4.5 169 5.0 169 
I 2 2.6 10 2.3 25 2.8 25 4.5 169 5.0 169 
3 2.8 13 3, 1 53 4.o 69 4. 5 169 4.9 171 
4 3,9 178 3. 1 93 4.6 217 4.5 175 5.0 203 
5 5.7 703 6.5 593 6.2 645 5,7 443 5,3 401 
6 6.2 2299 7. 1 1661 6.5 1797 1.0 745 7.4 1675 
7 7.6 7357 7. 1 3929 >10000 8.5 1395 8.2 2459 
1 5 
Problem 3 
I= JJ f(x,y) dx. dy; T = {(o,o),(0,-1),(-1//3,-1)}. 
T 
f(x ,y) = if r > 1 then 0 else exp(- - 1--2); ( 1-r) 
0 0 
r* = J f f(x,y) dx dy. 
y=-1 x=y//3 
0 xl3 
r** = J J f(x,y) dy a.x.. 
-1 !13 y=-1 
r;:;---;:; 
r = ./xc;.,.+y'-. 
tricub: I qad: I * qad: I ** 
I 
qadrat: I * qadrat: I ** 
dr d fe d fe d fe d fe d fe 
0.5 0.7 7 1. 0 25 1.4 29 3.6 169 4.8 169 
1. 5 1. 2 13 1. 0 25 1. 4 29 3.6 169 4.8 169 
2.5 2.7 34 2.8 45 3.6 89 3.6 169 4.3 177 
3.5 3.4 76 3.9 109 3.9 213 4.3 195 4.4 221 
4.5 3.8 190 4.5 225 3.8 685 6.7 325 4.9 291 
5.5 6.2 721 7.3 829 7.3 2637 6.7 325 7. 1 561 
6.5 7.3 1375 7.4 2257 8.6 6617 8.8 351 6.2 751 
7.5 7.8 4072 7.8 6253 > 10000 8.3 481 7.7 1995 
Problem 4 
I= ff f(x,y) dx dy; T = {(O,O),(o,-4/3),(-4/3/3,-4/3)}. 
T 
f(x,y) = if r > 1 then 0 else (1-r)n; r = ~-
0 0 0 x/3 
r* = J J f(x,y) dx. dy, 
-4/3 x=y/./3 
r**= J J f(x,y) dy a.x.. 
-4/3/3 -4/3 
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qad: I g_ad: I * ** 
d fe d fe 
1.6 25 1.8 25 
1.6 25 1. 8 37 
2.9 45 3. 1 89 
4.6 121 3. 1 105 
7.3 337 5.8 861 
8.2 1125 7. 1 2289 
7.8 3541 7.0 7141 
>10000 >10000 
r* kqad: r** g_ad: 
d fe d fe 
1. 4 25 1 .9 29 
1. 4 25 2.0 33 
4.2 65 2.7 85 
5. 1 141 3,7 229 
6.9 325 4. 1 925 
7.8 925 7.2 3361 
8.o 2721 >10000 
9.8 8781 
>10000 
qadrat: I * qadrat: I ** 
d fe d fe 
4.2 169 4.7 169 
4.2 169 4.7 169 
4.2 169 5.4 173 
4.2 169 6.6 241 
5.7 325 5.4 369 
6.o 353 5.9 873 
7.6 559 7.6 2951 
9.0 801 8. 1 6197 
9.7 1367 9.6 9581 
r* ** qadrat: qadrat: I 
d fe d fe 
4.7 169 5.4 169 
4.7 169 5.4 169 
4.7 169 5.0 173 
4.7 169 6.2 201 
5. 1 195 4.6 291 
6.4 325 6.4 111 5 
6.8 351 7.3 1929 
9.0 485 7.5 4371 
9.4 693 9.4 6749 
17 
n = 5 
tricub' I~ r* r** * r** qad: qad: qadrat: I I qadrat: 
dr i d fe d fe d fe fe d fe I d 
----1 
0 1 .2 10 0.9 25 1. 7 29 5.3 169 I 5.2 169 
1. 7 13 0.9 25 1. 7 37 5.3 169 I 5.2 169 
2 2.5 37 3.5 65 3.4 153 5.3 169 4.8 173 
3 3.4 109 3.5 113 3.3 229 5.3 169 6.o 199 
4 4.4 256 6.7 397 3.3 449 5.3 169 4.3 251 
5 6.o 469 6.8 869 7,0 3213 5.3 169 6.2 881 
6 8.2 1543 8.7 2549 >10000 7.6 325 7.2 1677 
7 8.2 4225 8.7 7485 9.2 351 7.4 3799 
8 9.4 6976 >10000 9.7 511 9.3 9277 
n = 6 
I tricub' I L qad' * ~ r* r** I qad: qadrat: qadrat: ft d fe d fe d e d fe d fe 1.1 13 I o.6 25 1. 1 9 5.5 169 4.9 169 
1 I 1.1 13 o.6 25 1.2 37 5.5 169 4.9 169 
2 
I 
2.2 25 3.7 65 3.2 137 5.5 169 4.6 173 
3 I 3.0 64 3.6 117 3. 1 229 5.5 169 5.6 209 
4 I 4. 1 5.6 1389 169 4. 1 I 253 337 5. 1 5.5 251 
5 6.2 508 6.7 929 5.0 3113 6.4 195 5.9 791 
6 7.3 1516 I 7.4 2721 >10000 7,9 325 6.8 1431 
7 8.4 4546 8.8 7485 8.9 351 8.6 3569 
8 9.3 7807 >10000 9.6 481 9. 1 6367 
Conclusion: 
The 5th degree two-dimensional integrator procedure'tricub'compares favour-
ably with the repeated use of a 5th degree one-dimensional integrator. The 
benefit is even greater since the calling of the two-dimensional 
integrator is simple and unique for each problem. When high precision is 
required, the use of the high-degree (16th degree) one-dimensional integrator 
is more favourable. 
18 
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